Audio Systems Technician

Overview

Audio Systems Technicians are responsible for the analog and digital devices used in the CFUZ studio to produce audio signals, including the CD players, turntables, microphones, and broadcast consoles, as well as the cabling, wiring, and accessories that are required to make a broadcast studio function effectively and efficiently.

Duties and responsibilities

- Researching studio equipment, including costing and sourcing
- Design and installation of studio audio systems
- Monitoring/testing of studio equipment, including performing any required regular testing and maintenance of audio systems
- Developing user manuals and other training resources for new volunteers who want to use the studio equipment

What we’re looking for

- A working knowledge of audio systems, in particular those involved in broadcast studio applications, **is required**
- A basic knowledge of spreadsheets, documents, how to use a search engine, and email is required
- Responsive (answers emails fast)
- Respect for confidential information (system login, password)
- Willingness to learn our station systems and how they operate
- Desire to work as part of a team

What’s in it for you

- Chance to use an expert skill
- Influence on the development of CFUZ's audio systems

Training and resources provided

- Access to the Peach City Radio Forge collaborative project environment
Hours and working conditions

- Occasional, on-call

Responsible for supervising

Not applicable
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